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Cutting a Rug
Currey & Company is proud to introduce a new product category at this April’s High
Point Market. After two years of design and development, our handmade rug collection
is ready to be debuted. The initial collection consists of eight designs available in 6’ x
9’, 8’ x 10’, 9’ x 12’ and 10’ x 12’. Inspired by historical and tribal designs, our rugs are
knotted by hand of high quality New Zealand wool blend. Subtle colorations are
created with Swiss dyes. Meticulous craftsmanship ensures that our ethically produced
rugs will last for decades. Cecil Adams, Creative Director, provided guidance and
expertise in the creation of this collection. Cecil adds: “Traditional designs have been
interpreted in new color palettes to appeal to 21st century sensibilities. Rugs have been
processed to achieve an antique patina and a well-loved appearance.”

Khyber Rug

The Khyber Rug is inspired by a Khotan rug from Central Asia. Medallions of cream and
pale aqua are enclosed by Asian fretwork in pale wheat all cast upon a warm rust red
background. The diagonal repeated design of the border gives this rug a playful
contemporary edge.

Less is more as Currey presents a new twist on the classic floral motif in the
Kermanshah Rug. In this version, the traditional burgundy red, blush pink and navy blue
have been replaced by tones of pale blue in both ground and border while the floral
elements have been cast in shades of cream and gray. These simple changes have
reduced the massiveness of the design while giving an ethereal, watery appearance to
the rug.

Kermanshah Rug

Finally, we can say that we give our customers a true floor-to-ceiling shopping
experience. Embrace your tactile sense and add the warmth of a hand knotted rug to
your environment. Pleasant irregularities are innate in all handmade rugs and give
authenticity to each piece.
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